Meet the Companies – Presenting the
Latest Deals on the Crowdfinders Platform
The November edition of Crowdfinders Live saw us take over London’s Hippodrome for a West End extravaganza. Our live
event gathered over 100 major players in alternative finance and the industry’s most prominent investors to witness four
fantastic live business pitches from the best of the UK’s scale-ups. Each of our four businesses wowed the crowds before
entering onto our new pre-crowd investment platform that raises the first 30% of a company’s funding target from a group
of sophisticated investors. The remaining finance is secured alongside one of the industry’s leading equity crowdfunding
platforms. To introduce you to the latest opportunities on our platform, we proudly present…

Launched in 2013

Launched in 2014

An online global community and
career hub for Microsoft enterprise
technology consultants and
companies hiring new talent

A disruptive digital media brand
engaging the hard to reach 18-34
year old demographic

Radically changing how consultants
look for jobs

Connects with young adults through
live radio, podcasts, video, and social
media

The platform nurtures and trains
consultants to improve their
employment chances

Shares content through its own
website, across Facebook, iTunes,
Twitter, and YouTube

Hiring companies pay a subscription
to access talent directly

A monthly audience of over 2 million
adults

3189 registered consultants

Named as one of The Guardian’s Top
20 Apps of the Week

490 organisations
Members across 89 countries

Click here to see 365 Talent Portal’s progress

Check out FUBAR Radio here

Launched in 2015

Founded in 2016

An innovative food supplement
brand

A ground-breaking tool to help
parents remotely monitor their
children’s screen time in front of
tablets, smartphones, and web
browsers

Consists of five lifestyle related
products to cater for consumers
who like to indulge
Sold online, through Amazon, the
sense website, and by health food
and pharmacy retailers
All products are designed by a
professional nutritionist
Assists smokers, drinkers, weightwatchers, stressed city dwellers, and
those with above average levels of
cholesterol

Parents can instantly or permanently
block apps, schedule deactivation
times on devises, reward good
behaviour, and message their kids
Available on iOS, Android, Amazon,
and Windows devices
Endorsed by parenting expert Noel
Janis-Norton

Taps into the vitamins, supplements,
and minerals market worth £400
million in 2015

See sense’s presentation here

Find out more about ScreenLimit here

Don’t forget to view our other amazing
companies that are live on our platform:

Check out all the highlights from Crowdfinders
Live at London’s Hippodrome here.

